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Installation 0068-01
Congratulations! You have purchased the StoveCAT™ Model 0068-01. A revolutionary Emission Control Device for
wood burning stoves, heaters and furnaces with 6” exhaust systems. Follow these instructions carefully for safe and
efficient operation. You will find additional information @ www.healthyhearth.net .

The StoveCAT™ Emission Control Device for Wood Stoves w/ 6” Piping

The StoveCAT™ Emission Control Device from Healthy Hearth LLC is a revolutionary catalytic system designed
especially for wood burning stoves and furnaces. The StoveCAT™ utilizes a patented catalytic system to destroy the
pollutants from the wood burning fire without developing any back pressure of harmful blockage. The StoveCAT™
Catalytic System provides secondary ignition for the wood smoke combustibles preventing them from leaving the
firebox as particulate pollution. The direct flame on the catalytic surface actually cleans the catalytic unit.

The Model 0068-01 is an efficient add-on emission control device for eliminating
most of the PM, CO, VOC and PAH from the polluted exhaust stream. The
StoveCAT catalytic technology is state-of-the-art utilizing a Zirconia Alumina
catalyst support with a proprietary Nano- Platinum catalyst which fires at a very low
330F. Each device is equipped with a thermometer. The thermometer allows you
to monitor the catalytic temperature. The StoveCAT™ can either be installed by a
hearth professional or as a “Do-it-Yourself” project by the homeowner.

The StoveCAT™ is easily installed. by inserting the bracket with catalytic component
into the stove pipe. The catalytic component will remain centered in the exhaust pipe
with a 1/2” clearance between the catalytic component and the wall of the pipe. The
spring loaded stainless steel bracket will maintain its position in the stove pipe thru a
close tolerance interference fit. The installation of the StoveCAT™ converts a
conventional wood burning stove or furnace into a cleaner burning heater with
better heating efficiency. The StoveCAT™ 0068-01 doesn’t require any power or
maintenance and has no moving parts.

SAFETY FIRST N.

These instructions allow for the fast and easy installation of the emission control device for safe and efficient use. Follow
all Safety Instructions closely. Remember SAFETY FIRST !

In order to install the StoveCAT™ 0008-01, you will need to remove the exhaust pipe from the wood stove or heater The
StoveCAT™ 0068-01 will only work on wood burning appliances with 6” exhaust systems.

STEP 1: Remove the Existing Connector Pipe from the Wood Stove

The StoveCAT™ 0068-01 is designed to be installed on the exhaust port of the wood stove. You only need to remove
enough connector pipe to make the installation.

Once the connector pipe is removed from the exhaust outlet on the
wood stove, it should be inspected for any creosote build-up. If
creosote is found, then the pipe must be cleaned or replaced.

The StoveCAT™ can reach high temperatures. Creosote build-up can
cause a chimney fire. Creosote is highly flammable. The catalytic
temperatures are much higher than the normal exhaust temperature of
the wood stove. SAFETY FIRST !

StoveCAT Model 0068-01

http://www.healthyhearth.net
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Installation 0068-01
CAUTION N.

If you have single wall pipe, it is even more important to insure that the exhaust pipe is cleaned or replaced. At a
minimum, insure that the first six feet of pipe leaving the wood stove is free of creosote. Double wall pipe generally has a
stainless steel liner. Single wall pipe is usually black steel and is very thin @ 22-24 gage. SAFETY FIRST !

STEP 2: Install the StoveCAT

The StoveCAT™ is easily installed. by inserting the bottom of the StoveCAT™ into the
flue collar or exhaust outlet. The StoveCAT™ should be installed with the thermometer
right-side-up facing forward so it can easily be monitored for catalytic temperature.
The catalytic system should operate at approx. 650F. Insure that the StoveCAT™ is
properly aligned and fully inserted in the stove outlet.

STEP 3: Reinstall the Connector Pipe

After the StoveCAT™ is properly positioned in the exhaust port you should reassemble
the connector pipe. It is very important to insure that the pipe is fully secured and free of
any leakage.The pipe should fit properly since it is a reassembly.

Once the connector pipe is properly reassembled, the installation is complete.. However
you should fully inspect the installation prior to lighting the wood stove.

STEP 4: Inspect the Installation

The first time that the wood stove is operated after installation of the
StoveCAT™, the stove and associated piping should be monitored for
any smoke spillage. Check the mounting connection on the top of the
stove and the connector pipe for any leakage. Remember, SAFETY
FIRST !

The StoveCAT™ doesn’t require any intervention from the operator. It
doesn’t require any power or maintenance.

When the StoveCAT™ is active, the reading on the
thermometer should be approx. 650F. However, the
temperature can vary based on a number of
variables: oxygen content and temperature of the
flue gas, the amount of hydrocarbons in the exhaust
and the moisture content of the fuel. The
temperature will fluctuate during stove operation.
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